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Just a Buzzword? The use of Concepts and Ideas in Educational
Governance
Christine R. Stenersen and Tine S. Prøitz

Department of Education Science, University of South-Eastern Norway, Borre, Norway

ABSTRACT
In this article, a study of combined discursive emphasis on the concepts
“culture for learning” and “learning outcomes” in recent education policy
messages is presented. These concepts have been individually examined
but seldom as parallel or converging policy messages. Inspired by
discursive institutionalism, we address the policy framing of a 14-year
period of intense education reform with Norway as an example.
Findings indicate that the key concept of the reform culture-for-learning
policy idea functioned as a buzzword for a shorter time, gaining public
acceptance of the new reform, while the more concrete learning-
outcomes policy idea rooted. Both ideas were presented as solutions to
perceived problems in schools due to unsatisfactory PISA results and the
emerging globalization of educational policies. This study highlights the
roles of concepts and ideas in educational governance and how these
roles can be factors in reform success or failure. It is beneficial if the new
policy is in a chain of equivalence with other concepts.
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Introduction

Educational policy initiatives are frequently presented with catchy concepts like “lifelong learning”
(OECD, 2000b), “learning society” (OECD, 2000a), and “learners for life” (OECD, 2003). Sometimes
such words take the form of being buzzwords – pleasant-sounding concepts or phrases offering a
sense of direction and legitimacy that policy actors use to justify policy change or new ideas (Cornwall
& Brock, 2005; Godin, 2006). As such, certain words play a key role in the framing process of policy pro-
blems to be solved and their solutions (Schmidt, 2008). Ideas have increasingly been recognized asmajor
factors and a primary foundation of political behavior that shape and frame how political problems are
understood and define goals and strategies (Béland & Cox, 2011). Key ideas are foregrounded and
restricted by policy actors in discourse to impact ways of seeing or thinking about a policy issue (Arnott
& Ozga, 2010). Concepts can be considered central parts of discourses that form key elements in the
dynamics of policy change and reform, anddiscourse canbe studied as interactive processes of conveying
ideas (Schmidt, 2008, p. 303). Buzzwords have been recognized as concepts or phrases that only become
prevalent for a shorter time (Godin, 2006, p. 24), and although they are not without meaning, they are
often hard to define precisely (Scudellari, 2017). Loosely defined policymessages often leave the complex
processes of concretization to be solved by practitioners (Hargreaves&Moore, 2000; Prøitz, 2010). Con-
sequently, a study of defining education reform concepts and ideas seems appropriate.

With this paper, we aim to provide an expanded understanding of the framing of policy problems
and solutions defined by the use of key concepts in governance, exemplified by the high-profile
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concepts of culture for learning and learning outcomes in the Norwegian setting. We have examined
the evolution of high-profile concepts used in a period of comprehensive education reform.1 By tra-
cing announced policy key concepts over a reform-intensive period of 14 years, the study enables an
exploration and display of how certain and more publicly likeable concepts are used in the initial
reform years, while other, potentially more controversial concepts characteristic of the core essence
of reform seem explicated in later reform years before they take over the policy framing of ongoing
education policy developments. This study shows how certain concepts can open the door for new
policy by being ideational, less concrete, and refer to well-known values. However, other concepts at
later stages, being more concrete and activating new values and practices, follow up and fill the space
provided while expanding the meaning of the initial reform ideas. The study is an analysis of how the
communication of certain concepts and ideas can drive the presentation of educational reform and
further discusses possible strategies linked to the observed use of varied concepts and policy ideas.

This work is important, as it shows how policy messages are framed differently at disparate stages
of education reform. It contributes to the field of education policy discourse by supplementing
studies on the importance of language and concepts in policy development and extending and nuan-
cing our understanding of how certain concepts are used in the early stages of reform introduction
while other concepts emerge at later stages of reform implementation and operation. The usage of
concepts and ideas in policy is a central issue in understanding the governance processes in edu-
cation, a question that has barely been analyzed in depth empirically.

Norway’s policy reform of 2006 was introduced under the title “Culture for learning,”2 with the
pronounced goal of improving the culture for learning in schools. “Culture” is a likeable word that
suggests a natural, spontaneous, and human side to an organization. The word makes intuitive sense:
People use it with ease, despite there being no consensus on the definition (Hoy, 1990, pp. 149–150).
The reform particularly emphasized the importance of developing a culture for learning in schools in
parallel with the expansion of a learning-outcome orientation in national curricula and regulations
for assessment (Aasen et al., 2012; Mausethagen, 2013; Møller & Skedsmo, 2013; Mølstad & Prøitz,
2018; Nordkvelle & Nyhus, 2017; Prøitz, 2014). This article traces these concepts and their framing
over the reform-intensive period 2003–2017 to gain knowledge about the usage and role of concepts
and ideas over time to discuss the role such concepts have in educational governance. More specifi-
cally, the research question of this article is: How are education reforms conceptually introduced and
framed by the concepts “culture for learning” and “learning outcomes” in policy? Moreover, what usage
and role do such concepts have in educational governance over time, and how do they affect one
another?

This paper is structured into six sections. In the first section, we introduce and clarify the topic,
purpose, and research question of the study. In the second section, we present a review of literature
relevant to the study, such as studies on culture for learning in education and learning outcomes in
education policy. Following this section, we present the theoretical framework grounded in policy
framing and discursive institutionalism. In sections four and five, the context of the study, methods,
and analysis are described and presented. In the final section, the findings of the study are discussed,
followed by concluding remarks.

Culture for Learning in Education

The use of the concept of culture for learning can be considered connected to a worldwide policy
trend in education to improve teaching and learning by developing the school as a learning organ-
ization, for example, as explicated by the OECD:

1The Knowledge Promotion Reform.
2In Norway, there is a distinction between the terms “culture for learning” (kultur for læring) and “culture of learning” (læringskultur).
In this paper, “culture for learning” partly refers to the title of the policy document announcing the reform “Culture for learning”
and partly the usage of this concept pointing towards educational reform for the development of a culture for learning. As such,
“culture for learning” in this paper, for example, is separate from a study of an existing culture of learning.
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Schools should be reconceptualized as “learning organizations” that can react more quickly to changing exter-
nal environments, embrace innovations in internal organization, and ultimately improve student outcomes.
(OECD, 2016b)

Countries have introduced reforms to enhance the development of schools as learning organiz-
ations by improving the organizational climate and culture (Hoy, 1990). Thematically, the culture
for learning within the classroom setting has been understood as a key component to improve
the context of teaching and learning and has attracted extensive attention in education policy and
research (cf. Heo et al., 2018; Teräs et al., 2014). Norway is an interesting case due to school reforms
in which the two concepts – culture for learning and learning outcomes – were prominent. Although
the concept culture for learning can be considered an international and nationally trending concept
in education reform, there seem to be few studies on how this is played out in policy. In contrast,
there are conceptual studies on learning outcomes where, for example, the renewed focus on learning
outcomes has been problematized as scientific management (Au, 2011), and calls have been made for
research on learning outcomes in different educational contexts, such as the Scandinavian (Har-
greaves & Moore, 2000). Furthermore, studies have shown that there is a dominant understanding
of learning outcomes as the product of education (Hopmann, 2008; Kennedy et al., 2009; Lassnigg,
2012; Lawn, 2011; Ozga, 2009). This contrasts other, alternative understandings of learning out-
comes that emphasize more process orientation in education (Eisner, 2005; Prøitz, 2014; Prøitz &
Nordin, 2019). Culture is a popular concept in educational policy and research, though the concept
often is used without any consensus on the definition (Hoy, 1990, pp. 149–150). For a more elaborate
understanding for this main concept of this study we have, in the following section, explored the
literature on culture in the field of education.

Culture in the School Context

During the 1980s, culture became a central theme of organizational research (Maslowski, 2006; Trice
& Beyer, 1993) and has been influential ever since. There are multiple definitions of “organizational
culture”; however, they all seem to be: “an attempt to capture the feel, sense, character, or ideology of
the organization” (Hoy, 1990, p. 156). Furthermore, culture, climate, and environment are concepts
that tend to be intuitively, but not empirically, verifiable (Anderson, 1982; Hoy, 1990; Tagiuri, 1968).
This makes these concepts confusing umbrella terms that are hard to pin down and describe con-
cretely (Alvesson, 2002; Baker, 2014; Harris, 2018; Hoy, 1990; Swidler, 1986). Culture has been
explored and theorized about in several disciplinary fields, often debating the relationship and/or
differences between climate and culture (Hoy, 1990; Tagiuri, 1968; Trice & Beyer, 1993). Research
on culture within the school context is not new: Waller stated as early as 1932 that schools have a
separate culture, comprising distinctive personal relationships, a set of folkways, moral codes, tra-
ditions, ceremonies, and activities (p. 103).

In the literature on organizational culture, a “culture for learning” is often defined as a set of
shared beliefs, values, and attitudes favorable to learning, as noted by the OECD (2010). Addition-
ally, a “good culture for learning” is defined by the openness to new ideas, experimentation, and the
openness to errors, empowerment, and participation of employees in decision making and dialogue
(Gil & Mataveli, 2017). This makes an interesting contradiction to the dominant learning outcome
orientation explicated in policy, which mainly emphasizes the product, not process (Prøitz & Nor-
din, 2019). Despite this contradiction, a positive school culture has been encouraged by policy actors
as a specific means for improving student results (Hoy, 1990, p. 150). Following the growing empha-
sis on culture in organizational research during the 1980s, culture became recognized as an impor-
tant aspect of school activities (Hoy, 1990; Maslowski, 2006). Several studies have been conducted to
find connections between school culture and student results or school improvement (Carpenter,
2015; Caspersen, 2011; MacNeil et al., 2009), or to explore schools’ adaptability to policy implemen-
tation based on school culture (Van Gasse et al., 2016). Other studies have examined the culture for
learning in classrooms, finding that trust and positive relationships between teachers and students
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facilitate successful learning (Heo et al., 2018). The culture of policy has also received attention
through studies of how values and other cultural influences affect educational policy activity (Mar-
shall, 1989) and how a growing audit culture has an impact on education in general (Apple, 2005).

Correspondingly, in this article, the policy concepts of culture for learning and learning outcomes
are analyzed and discussed in relation to the framing process in educational governance, using ana-
lytic tools borrowed from discursive institutionalism (Schmidt, 2008, 2011).

Policy Framing and Discursive Institutionalism

The framing of policy messages is important when studying education policy developments since
this can help identify what aspects of a situation it is focused on and what aspects are ignored
(Coburn, 2006; Cornwall & Brock, 2005; Metha, 2011). In the framing process, the “system of
ideas” presented is central, for example, in the ways concepts can be understood to work together
in what Laclau (1997) calls “chains of equivalence,” where the meaning of equivalent words in a
chain gives concepts that work together an advantage over concepts that are conflicting. Meanwhile,
conflicting concepts do not have other words that help actualize and enrich meaning (Laclau, 1997).

By analyzing what kinds of ideas serve what purposes, how ideas of different types interact, and
how ideas change over time, analyses can illuminate how ideas matter in policy (Béland & Cox, 2011,
p. 25). The way a problem is framed has significant implications for the types of policy solutions that
will seem appropriate; therefore, much of the political argument is fought at the level of problem
definition. Accordingly, a “problem definition” describes the range of potential choices for policy.
For example, one can argue that an educational problem definition emphasizes improvements in
test scores and school accountability (Metha, 2011, p. 33). Problem definitions can be found in
the descriptions of goals for the policy, which is relevant for this study, where the vision of the reform
is to create a culture for learning.

Accordingly, the theoretical and analytical point of departure for this article is inspired by the
work of Schmidt (2008, 2011) and the fourth “new institutionalism”: discursive institutionalism
(DI). In DI, ideas are assumed to be a primary source of political behavior and the foundation
that shapes how we understand political problems and define our goals and strategies. Additionally,
ideas are perceived as the currency used to communicate about politics (Béland & Cox, 2011). Dis-
course is understood as a more versatile and overarching concept, while ideas lie in the background.
When the term “discourse” is used, it simultaneously indicates ideas represented by discourse.

In DI, there are three main levels of ideas, based on their level of generality, starting with the least
general level of ideas:

(1) “Policy ideas” often take form as policy solutions, which are proposed by policy makers, often
situated at a surface level, and are rapidly changing depending on the underlying policy problem,
the legacies the new problem challenges, and the capacity of involved actors to change their pol-
icy legacies.

(2) “Programmatic ideas” embrace programs that underpin policy ideas. They are crisis-driven and
revolutionary, often in periods of uncertainty when “old ways” have failed. They can also be
characterized as paradigm shifts, building on Kuhn’s work (cf. Godfrey-Smith, 2003). In con-
trast, there can also be slow shifts (steps/adjustments) in programmatic ideas over time. Usually,
several ideas are fighting for dominance (Schmidt, 2011).

(3) The “steadiest” level and longer-lasting ideas are called “philosophical ideas,” which are back-
ground ideas as underlying assumptions rarely contested, as they refer to shared values and prin-
ciples of knowledge in the public in general, also called “public philosophies.” Even though public
philosophies are usually slow to change, substantial change does and can occur (Schmidt, 2011).

The three levels of ideas comprise two types of ideas: cognitive and normative. “Cognitive ideas”
clarify “what is and what to do,” while normative ideas point out “what is good or bad about what is,”
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considering “what one ought to do.” Cognitive ideas provide guidelines for political action and speak
to how policies offer solutions to problems. They legitimize policies by appealing to logic and neces-
sity. Normative ideas attach values to political action and serve to legitimize the policies in a program
through reference to their appropriateness, which is often closely linked to ideas on the level of phi-
losophical ideas (Schmidt, 2008, 2011). Normative ideas are often open to interpretation regarding
what exactly should be done about a problem. A central question is why some ideas become policies,
programs, and philosophies that govern political reality while others do not (Schmidt, 2008, p. 307).
One factor that influences this issue is the presence of complementary normative ideas capable of
satisfying policy makers and citizens alike (Schmidt, 2008, p. 308).

Tracing such discursive processes of ideas, concepts and discourses in policy provide a relevant
tool for this study to examine the usage and role of these ideas and concepts. The successful discur-
sive framing of concepts and ideas can include relevance to the issue at hand, adequacy, applicability,
appropriateness, resonance, and whether the meanings of the words in the discourse are equivalent
or conflicting. The credibility of a discourse is likely to benefit from consistency and coherence
(Schmidt, 2008, p. 311). The basis of our analysis is that the construction of policy involves dis-
courses based on key concepts. That is, we ask how they are part of the framing process of policy
problems and solutions and their effect on educational governance. Using DI-inspired analytical
tools, we can discuss the levels and types of ideas, providing an understanding of the dynamics of
change and continuity (Schmidt, 2011), which can expand our understanding of policy implemen-
tation and educational governance processes.

Context of the Study

The presented study draws on data from the Norwegian setting. Norwegian education policy has
traditionally been characterized by strong social-democratic values often recognized in Scandina-
vian countries (Telhaug et al., 2006). In Norway, this trait was primarily developed after World
War II, because education was a central part of the nation’s rebuilding. The rebuilding project
was highly influenced by ideological ideas of a social-democratic welfare state characterized by
social equality and inclusion (Aasen, 2003; Prøitz, 2014; Telhaug et al., 2004). This led the edu-
cation system to be publicly viewed and recognized as a tool for individual and collective liber-
ation, social inclusion, social justice, and equality (Aasen et al., 2014, p. 722). The public has
traditionally viewed public schools as a vital, fundamental element of the welfare state, and an
egalitarian and comprehensive school system is highly regarded. However, more recent Scandina-
vian reforms have been influenced by what is characterized as a market-liberal knowledge regime
changing the school system from state intervention to create equality, to a stronger market-liberal
mindset that supports an individual, merit-oriented educational system (Aasen et al., 2014). This
development is especially prominent in Norway through the introduction and development of the
Knowledge Promotion Reform3 (Aasen et al., 2014; Telhaug, 2005) studied in this article. With
the 2006 reform, an outcome-oriented education policy was introduced in Norway that included
elements of a national outcome-oriented curriculum, national tests, a national quality-assessment
system, new regulations for assessment, and a stronger emphasis on governing by goals and local
accountability (Aasen et al., 2012). The new national curriculum (LK06) represented a break from
former curriculum traditions by defining thematic areas and learning outcomes rather than spe-
cifying content and working methods (Mølstad & Prøitz, 2018; Prøitz & Nordin, 2019). The
reform also introduced a strong assessment scheme unfamiliar to Norwegian education that brea-
ched a long tradition of skepticism towards assessment in Norway (Lysne, 2006). The develop-
ments in Norway and Scandinavia are regarded as part of more overall developments in
international education policy. Influenced by the EU and OECD, education has changed more
toward developing human capital, subsequently becoming increasingly viewed as a contribution

3Educational reform introduced in 2003, implemented in 2006.
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to the nation’s economic competitiveness in a globalized economy (Aasen et al., 2014; Telhaug,
2005). This was the subject of early criticism of the educational reform advocating that equality
and solidarity would be replaced by competition (competition inside the school, between schools,
and between countries) (Telhaug, 2005). Consequently, the example of Norway within a Scandi-
navian setting illuminates the issue of how older and newer values in education policy are at play
in framing education reform initiatives.

Method

Guided by the research question, a corpus of contemporary (2003–2017) educational policy docu-
ments was analyzed (Bowen, 2009). The period selected for the study can be characterized as
reform-intensive, containing the introduction and implementation of the comprehensive Knowledge
Promotion Reform and a longer period of reform adjustments (Aasen et al., 2012; Prøitz et al., 2019).
The point of departure is Report to Parliament No. 30 (2003–2004) (henceforth, Report 30), intro-
ducing the educational reform of 2006. Report 30 was the starting point in a chain of public docu-
ments. It introduced the reform and emphasized culture for learning in schools and the prominence
of learning outcomes. This report is titled “Culture for Learning,”4 indicating a strong emphasis on
culture and thus being regarded as an important discursive event and the context in which current
educational discourses and activities produced by discourse arise. The analysis includes the following
six reports concerning primary and lower-secondary schools regarding educational reform: (1)
Report to Parliament No. 16 (2006–2007): Early Intervention for Lifelong Learning,5 (2) Report
to Parliament No. 31 (2007–2008): Quality in School, (3) Report to Parliament No. 22 (2010–
2011): Motivation–Mastery–Opportunities; in lower secondary school: (4) Report to Parliament
No. 20 (2012–2013): On the Right Path. Quality and Diversity in the Comprehensive School, (5)
Report to Parliament No. 28 (2015–2016): School Subject Specialization and Renewal, and (6) Report
to Parliament No. 21 (2016–2017): A Will to Learn – Early Intervention and Quality in School (hen-
ceforth, reports 16, 31, 22, 20, 28, and 21).

Government reports to Parliament are compiled by government officials in the Ministry of Edu-
cation and Research. These reports provide a basis for future policy change and legislation. Given
their position as recommendation documents and promoting overall and integrated future policy
in a field, these texts serve as reference points for government discourse and are viewed as important
sources for analyzing dominant trends and shifts in discursive patterns (Aasen et al., 2014; Mau-
sethagen, 2013; Mausethagen & Granlund, 2012, p. 820).

The analysis can best be described as a three-phase content document analysis, which allows
examinations of large data sets in a systematic manner (Prøitz, 2014; Weber, 1990). Phase one
was a thorough reading of Report 30 to get an in-depth understanding of the introduction of the
reform and identify key ideas and concepts. Phase two was a word count of the key concepts
and related concepts in the selected policy documents. Word count is a technique to find pat-
terns in larger sets of documents produced over time and can indicate the significance of certain
terms and to what extent the text relates to various concepts therein (Bergström & Boréus, 2012;
Grue, 2011; Prøitz, 2014; Prøitz & Nordin, 2019). The count of entries was conducted using the
query tool in NVivo software6 to obtain an overview of the usage of concepts of culture for
learning, learning outcomes, and related concepts throughout the period. To limit the methodo-
logical threat of synonyms being used for aesthetic reasons, leading to an underestimation of the
importance or frequency of the key concept, it is important to include synonyms in the word
count (Prøitz, 2014, p. 282). Consequently, word counts were done for related concepts such

4Kultur for læring.
5The title of document 2 is an official English translation; the other titles were translated by the authors.
6See https://www.qsrinternational.com/nvivo/what-is-nvivo for more information on NVivo.
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as learning environment, climate, and learning results.7 The word count was a search for
phrases, not single words. Thus, it counted solely occurrences of the whole phrase: “culture
for learning,” excluding references to, for example, the single word “culture.” Since culture for
learning also is the title of Report 30, all counts referring to this document (and other
names8) were excluded from the word count. Headings and titles were also excluded to avoid
overestimating the importance of the concept. Finally, sections of texts where key words were
present were identified using the text search query in NVivo. The sections were examined meth-
odically with a discourse-inspired approach to document analysis (Mausethagen & Granlund,
2012) to identify which other concepts occurred in the same sections to detect potential chains
of equivalence. The goal of the last phase was to describe how key ideas and concepts were rep-
resented and recorded in reports and how they take part of the framing process of the reform.
“Representations” refer to how language is used in a text to give meaning to social practices,
events, groups or objects, and conditions (Fairclough, 2015). The use of concepts and ideas is
viewed as a central political tool that is used strategically in educational governance regarding
policy implementation and in general.

The method employed enabled a combined approach that, first, provided an overview of the
usage of key concepts and, second, opened for a closer scrutiny of texts extracts wherein key con-
cepts occurred. With this approach, we could identify the frequencies of occurrences of key con-
cepts in policy documents at different times in the reform and in what textual settings they were
used. The overall patterns we identified across the data show the development of conceptual
usage that places the concept of culture for learning as a normative (foundational) background
reform idea. The key concepts of learning outcomes and the related concept of learning environ-
ment are identified as cognitive foregrounding reform ideas when examining the developing
usage of concepts throughout the studied period. Furthermore, the categories cannot be con-
sidered completely mutually exclusive, as the concepts sometimes could take form as partly
both normative and cognitive and occasionally partly overlap in relation to the two analytical cat-
egories, especially when observed over time. In addition, the study indicates that the discursive
use of concepts over time in the documents may have functioned as strategic political arms to
shape the public understanding of change (Schmidt, 2011) in the implementation process of
new policy. Consequently, we have chosen to organize the presentation of the findings according
to analytical lenses of normative background reform ideas and cognitive foregrounding reform
ideas.

The Normative Background Reform Idea: Culture for Learning

This section starts with a description of how the concept of culture for learning is presented in Report
30 and how the use of the concepts develops through the documents. The opening page of Report 30
states9:

The school must also prepare students to be able to look beyond Norway’s borders and be part of a larger, inter-
national society.… The vision [of the Knowledge Promotion Reform] is to create a better culture for learning.
To achieve this, the ability and desire to learn must increase. The school itself must become a learning organ-
ization. Only in this way can it offer attractive workplaces and stimulate pupils’ curiosity and motivation to
learn. The school cannot teach us everything, but it can teach us to learn.

The reform envisaged creating an improved culture for learning in Norwegian schools. Besides the-
matic emphasis on culture for learning in the reform document, the title of the report also commu-
nicated this policy message strongly. Nevertheless, what is meant by “culture for learning” is not

7References to the environment and climate were excluded. Only references to the social climate, etc., were included.
8For example, references to the government-initiated project ‘A Better Learning Environment’ (2009) (‘Bedrelæringsmiljø’) were
excluded from the word count.

9All citations included in this article are translated by the authors.
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clearly stated or defined in Report 30, but there is a strong emphasis on collaboration, networking,
and the exchange of experiences as a condition for school development. Another highlighted topic is
the development of the school as a learning organization. There are sections about what “obstructs a
culture for learning” from developing (for example, organizational forms that do not facilitate
knowledge spreading and sharing) and what “promotes a culture for learning.” In promoting a cul-
ture for learning, collaboration between teachers and students is an important theme. Illustratively,
the section on culture for learning concludes with the sentence: “A good culture for learning in the
school is a criterion for enabling the students to have a good learning environment and learning out-
comes.” Hence, culture for learning seems to be perceived as a policy solution to achieve good learn-
ing environments and outcomes. We can also see that globalization and competitiveness are used as
cognitive background arguments. That is, it is stated that the school must prepare students to take
part in a larger, international society.

Tracing Culture for Learning Into the Related Concept of Learning Environment

Report 30 was followed by two reports with important adjustments to the reform (reports 16 and 31).
Neither emphasized culture for learning. Report 31 mentions culture for learning only once: “The
evaluation… shows that many school owners, school leaders, and teachers are concerned with
strengthening the collective culture for learning in the school.” However, culture for learning resur-
faces in reports 22, 20, and 21, where the focus has shifted. The concept of learning environment
seems more in focus. The culture for learning is now limited to the means of creating a good learning
environment. By scrutinizing the context of entries about learning environments in these reports, we
found that many factors reflect Report 30 concerning what can promote schools’ culture for learning,
exemplified by a paragraph in Report 22 (p.68) (see Figure 1).10 There, the terms “climate for learn-
ing,” “learning environment,” and “culture for learning” are used interchangeably. The illustration
also displays how learning environment is highly connected to the issue of learning. We also observe
here how the term “culture for learning” is absorbed into the definition of a good learning environ-
ment. Under the heading “Climate for Learning in the Classroom,” learning environment is defined,
and a list of factors described as central to creating a good learning environment is presented. Two
factors are: positive relationships and a culture for learning among the pupils, and good leadership,
organization, and a culture for learning at the school.

The word count supports our impression that the concept of culture for learning abruptly ceases in
reports following Report 30. In contrast, the concept of (the) learning environment has a higher word
count throughout the period and is accordingly used in a more stable way. In our interpretation, it
appears that culture for learning has been absorbed into the definition of a good learning environment.

Cognitive Foregrounding Reform Ideas: Learning Environment and Learning Outcomes

The absorption of culture for learning into learning environment warranted closer analysis. Conse-
quently, all paragraphs and arguments in the seven reports mentioning learning environment were
scrutinized. The results demonstrate that the concepts of learning environment and learning out-
comes/learning results often, and to an increasing extent, are positioned together (see figure 2).

10English translation of Figure 1: Climate for learning in the classroom
The learning environment is not a separate and unambiguously defined subject area, and various academic environments

have different understandings and definitions. In connection with the national initiative Better learning environment, the Direc-
torate of Education has formulated the following definition of the term learning environment: “By learning environment it is
meant the total cultural, relational and physical conditions in the school that are important for the students’ learning, health
and well-being.”

The following factors are central to work for a good learning environment:

Positive relationships between student and teacher; Positive relationships and a culture for learning among students; The
teacher’s ability to lead classes and the teaching proceedings; Good cooperation between school and home; Good leadership,
organization, and culture for learning at the school.
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For example, in the 34 sections identified as referring to learning environment in Report 21, learning
outcomes or learning results co-occurred 22 times (64%). One example is: “It is set in motion
measures to improve pupils’ learning environment with special emphasis on well-being and learning
outcomes” (p.39). Another is: “Surveys point to the fact that students get better learning outcomes
when they have a learning environment with little bullying, good academic support, a good relation-
ship with the teachers and a high degree of well-being” (p.46). In Report 20, we also see examples
where the concepts learning environment and learning results not only co-occur but also are sub-
stantially connected: “Studies indicate that how students experience the learning environment in
school has a great impact on their motivation, efforts and achievements. In a survey of schools
with improvement under the Reform, the researchers find that the most important common
denominator in the schools that have had the strongest positive development of grades after the
introduction of the reform is that the students experience the learning environment as particularly
good” (p.76). Another example is “The work for a better learning environment must have a double
goal: A good learning environment for all pupils is both a goal and a means of achieving better learn-
ing outcomes” (p.56). A valid interpretation of this is that there is an assumed alignment between the
learning environment and learning outcomes/learning.

Normative Background and Cognitive Foregrounding Ideas: Bridging old and new
Philosophies

Based on the observations, one can say that the normative background idea of culture for learning
faded from the documents, absorbed by more cognitive foregrounding and the stronger concept of

Figure 1. Use of the terms “climate for learning,” “learning environment,” and “culture of learning” in Report 22.
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learning environment, which becomes closely linked to learning outcomes. This can be understood
in how the reform of 2006 had its roots in several events pointing towards stronger results and an
outcome orientation in education, such as market-liberal influences containing discourses of globa-
lization and competitiveness and the below-average results of Norwegian students on PISA tests
(Karseth et al., 2013). The PISA results also supported then-contemporary research revealing that
no other country had larger issues with discipline and turmoil in classrooms (Haug & Solbrekke,
2003; Telhaug, 2005). The reform represented a major shift in Norwegian education policy, from
content and process orientation towards competences, moving away from equality and community
towards liberty, competition, and individualism (Aasen et al., 2014; Telhaug, 2005). The policy argu-
ments for change can be understood as starting from a normative idea presenting “what is good or
bad about what is,” considering “what one ought to do” (Schmidt, 2008, 2011). Arguably, the reform
idea was presented on the philosophical level (Schmidt, 2008, 2011) and linked to an emergent
shared understanding in policy and among the public for a need to change due to the perception
of crisis concerning average PISA results. The problem was PISA results, interpreted as Norwegian
students not being prepared to be part of (or compete in) a larger, international society. The solution
was educational reform. Public philosophies underwrite collectively shared perceptions and opinions
about what measures should be considered legitimate (Wahlström & Sundberg, 2018, p. 168). Pre-
sumably, there was a successful social construction of the need for reform (Cox, 2001), where the
publication of PISA results triggered public philosophies concerning education. The public became
increasingly concerned with Norwegian pupils’ competitiveness in a globalized market. Accordingly,
the focus shifted somewhat from traditional philosophies related to collective liberation, social
inclusion, social justice, and equality, which are closely linked to the concept of culture. In this con-
text, the normative idea of culture for learning may appeal more to the “old public philosophies”
connected to a strong social democratic policy, while the cognitive idea about learning-outcome
orientation and learning environment combined appeal more to the new “market-liberal public phil-
osophies.” This observation supports earlier research on how varied knowledge regimes in education
policy have been seen to shift to the foreground and background at different times (Aasen et al.,
2014). In the initial years of the reform, culture for learning seemed to have formed a bridge between
older and newer philosophies, making an overlap of parallel policy messages possible in a period of
transition. This happened before the tensions and somewhat contradicting content of the reforms’
two key phrases “culture for learning” and “learning outcomes” may have led to an alteration of

Figure 2. Co-occurrences between learning environment and learning outcomes/learning results.
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the normative key concept of culture for learning to the more cognitive and compatible “learning
environment.” We have seen the latter work in a chain of equivalence with learning outcomes,
which also is in line with those public philosophies concerned with Norwegian students’ competi-
tiveness in an increasingly globalized market. This interpretation of policy discourse as characterized
by parallel and contradicting ideas forming the ideational fundament for reform somewhat chal-
lenges the notion of public philosophies as established underlying assumptions rarely contested as
shared public ideas. The studied example suggests ideas drawing on contradicting knowledge
regimes simultaneously leading towards substantial change.

Culture for Learning and Learning Environment

A policy trend spotted in the analysis was the shift from a strong emphasis on culture for learning in
Report 30 to an increasing focus on learning environment, especially prominent after 2009, when the
government initiated the project “A Better Learning Environment.” In parallel, the concept of culture
for learning was absorbed into the definition of “learning environment.” A focus on a good learning
environment is in line with the education act/legislation11 and the national core curriculum, which
states the value-related, cultural, and knowledge base for primary and secondary education. The core
curriculum has continued since 1993,12 indicating the content is in line with public Norwegian phil-
osophies. While the concept of culture for learning is not noticeable in the core curriculum or in
national legislation, the policy focus on learning environment is legitimated by both legislation
and longstanding values relating to education explicitly stated in the core curriculum. Concerning
DI, this means learning environment is supported by public philosophies. Besides legitimatization
through national legislation and the national core curriculum, learning environment is also exter-
nally (internationally) legitimated. For example, it is a central theme for the OECD (2012, 2016a):

Learning environments provide the context in which learning takes place. A learning environment is an
organic, holistic concept that embraces the learning taking place as well as the setting: an eco-system that
includes the activity and outcomes of the learning.

Culture for learning – Just a Buzzword?

There seemed to be an agreement among policy actors and the public about the need for a change in
education. However, more specific ideas about how the school system should be changed so Norwe-
gian students could achieve and compete better cannot be considered philosophical, since they were
rather new concepts in education and could not then be considered “broad concepts tied to values
and moral principles” (Schmidt, 2011, p. 111). In this article, the focus is mainly on the two central
reform ideas, culture for learning and learning-outcome orientation, which can be seen as policy sol-
utions. The policy idea of culture for learning was strongly communicated to the public as a policy
solution not only through Report 30 but also later to achieve a good learning environment and out-
comes. However, to persuade the public of the proposal’s benefits, the ideas must be justified (Metha,
2011). Why did the idea of culture for learning seem to fade, while learning outcomes succeeded?
The legitimacy of these two ideas is in Report 30, also anchored in international surveys and the
unsatisfactory Norwegian results. Culture for learning as a normative idea can be interpreted as a
policy solution presented to resolve the school system after the “PISA shock,” pinpointing challenges
related to learning outcomes and learning environment. However, one can argue that these policy
solutions are part of the more general (and unchanging) “programmatic ideas” level, which embraces
programs that underpin policy ideas. While the idea of learning outcomes was already

11Opplæringsloven §9A.
12The core curriculum is being changed in the curriculum reform of 2020, which has created much engagement in academic com-
munities (6,700 inputs on the proposals). However, the focus on a good learning environment is also continued in this new cur-
riculum reform, retrieved 26.06.19 https://www.regjeringen.no/no/aktuelt/skolens-nye-grunnlov-er-fastsett/id2569170/
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internationally established in research and policy, it also had a stronger policy framing globally and a
growing foundation in Scandinavia (Prøitz, 2014; Prøitz & Nordin, 2019). A focus on learning out-
comes is also in line with the global neoliberal policy paradigm (Wahlström & Sundberg, 2018), in
which measurement and monitoring are favored methods in governing schools and ensuring stu-
dents and a nation’s global competitiveness. Learning outcomes as presented in the dominant policy
discourse are more standardized and easier to grasp, define, and measure, while culture for learning
as a concept is harder to clearly frame. The co-occurrences of learning outcomes and learning
environment in policy may lead to an enrichment of the concepts that actualize the conceptual
meanings in a chain of equivalence (Laclau, 1997). Conversely, a culture for learning is quite vaguely
described in the policy framing of Report 30. The framing strongly resembles activities often associ-
ated with the monitoring of results and outcomes:

… a desire for continuous development that comes from within the school itself. Cooperation between teachers,
networking and exchange of experience between schools, collaboration between home and school, and with
local community and businesses and teacher-training institutions are also important prerequisites for school
development.…When school owners, school leaders and teachers have knowledge of what should be changed
and what should be continued, and this knowledge is used purposefully to strengthen the quality of school and
vocational training, the foundation for a culture for learning is laid.

In addition to being vaguely described, creating a culture for learning requires that many actors are
involved. Thus, whether a culture for learning exists seems quite hard to consider. Culture for learn-
ing as a concept seems to lack the support of other concepts, which makes it more exposed. It may
even conflict with learning outcomes since culture for learning can be considered more process-
oriented, while the dominant understanding of learning outcomes in policy is more result-oriented.
This may be the foundation for why culture for learning became just a policy buzzword.

Concluding Remarks

This paper aimed to answer the questions of how core elements of education reforms are concep-
tually introduced and framed in policy and what the implications of conceptual elements such as
culture for learning have for educational governance. Tools from DI highlight how global ideas
become integrated into local policy and how some ideas and policy solutions are used to legitimize
education reform and the policy emphasis on learning outcomes. However, the reform idea of cul-
ture for learning does not seem to be grounded in the same way. Culture for learning, it may be
argued, functions as a normative bridge between old and new philosophical ideas in the introduction
of the reform. The concept may accordingly been used to gain public acceptance for the new reform.
Thereafter, we can see that it abruptly diminishes and collapses into the more concrete, cognitive,
and stable concepts of learning environment and learning outcomes through chains of equivalence.
This study of concepts, ideas, and discourses in education policy enables an enlarged, although lim-
ited, gaze into certain aspects and events of education governance meant to mobilize and prepare
public opinion for change. The study has shown how culture for learning, pointing towards more
normative process-oriented approaches of schooling, became a buzzword rather than gaining
solid reform ground in policy documents. The study exemplifies and thereby highlights how certain
concepts that may function well in overall policy communication can be difficult to define and to
operationalize for teachers and school leaders in education practice settings. Yet, a buzzword is
short, catchy, and easy to remember. Hence, it might still have performed as an effective communi-
cator and mobilizer for education change, and perhaps more so than announcing a focus on learning
outcomes. A learning outcome oriantaion might have conflicted with traditional public philosophies
in the early phase of the reform.

Potential implications of buzzwords’ impact on policy can be at the practitioner’s level for the
principals and teachers at the schools meant to carry out the policies. It is challenging to translate
legislative intent into guidelines, goals, and practice at schools when new policy is built on
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buzzwords. This may also be one reason the policy emphasis on culture for learning abruptly faded
and later was integrated into the more comprehensive concept of learning environment.

This paper also indicates that how a reform or new policy is conceptualized and framed is impor-
tant for its survivability. For a new policy to survive, it seems to be beneficial if it is in a chain of
equivalence with other concepts.

Another implication of this study is to call for more research into the use of ideas and concepts in
educational governance. Why do certain concepts become short-lived buzzwords, and what is their
function in policy development? This might enlighten our understanding of the usage of varied pol-
icy messages and the importance of their conceptual framing in periods of transition and education
reform. Furthermore, this study of policy documents can only say something about what is empha-
sized and highlighted in policy. It says nothing about how things turned out in schools. Further
research into consequences of initial policy ideas such as culture for learning in Norway’s schools
and internationally could shed more light on the potential uptake of overall and more short-lived
policy reform ideas.
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